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As our gardens grow so does our philosophy 
of the world around us.  Year by year we are 
shaped by the sights, the sounds, and the ideas 
around us.  One of the glories of the human mind 
is that the same idea or occurrence is never 
absorbed in precisely the same way by any two 
individuals who are exposed to it.  This is how I 
think about the world of insects.  A neighbor may 
call an exterminator upon seeing a bug.  We have 
all seen the warning signs to keep children and 
pets off a lawn that was sprayed with 
chemicals.  Can we change how we think 
about insects?  Can we learn to appreciate 
insects and not want to eliminate them 
because of a lack of awareness of how bugs 
benefit the ecosystem.

Calculations of the exact number of 
insects that exist is hard to do but it is 
estimated that there are at least two million 
insect species and there could be as many 
as twenty million.  Entomologists are busy 
working on identifying insects.  Now I stop 
when I see an insect instead of running 
away. I ask why this creature landed on 
my landscape.

There are insects we do need to protect 
ourselves from but they represent a mere 
1 percent of insects that are harmful to 
humans.  That means the remaining 
99 percent are either benign or beneficial.  
Bugs have a purpose!  They may be 
pollinators, decomposers, predators, or 
food.  Insects produce products like silk, 
and honey.  Pollinators are essential to our farms and gardens.  
We can not function without our bees.  They pollinate our 
food. Then there are the bugs that eat other bugs. Ladybugs 
eat aphids.

The goal is to create a garden that has a natural balance and 
that would mean welcoming bugs into the landscape.  Applying 
a pesticide to kill the aphids on a plant would harm the 
ladybugs.  Instantly the balance is upset.  Our gardens are an 

active ecosystem to appreciate.  Insects are an 
essential part to each and every activity occurring 
in our gardens.

I have to admit that to have patience for an 
insect predator to arrive to take care of a pest 
that could destroy a beloved plant is hard to do.  
Appreciating the natural cycle of predator and 
prey means recognizing that there is a place for 
pest insects in the landscape.  Wasps use aphids 
as hosts for their young.  Granted there is a lot to 

learn in seeing the world with new eyes.

Creating a safe place for beneficial bugs 
to live means the environment needs to free 
of pesticides.  Pesticides do not kill all the 
pests.  The pests that survive pass along 
survival trait to their young and the 
newborns are resistant to the pesticides. 
The pests come back stronger and the 
predators are killed too by the pesticide. 
I thought that organic and natural pesticides 
would be okay to use in the garden but they 
can create collateral damage. Organic 
products can smother ladybugs and other 
beneficial insects.

Beneficial bugs need protein and 
carbohydrates to thrive.  Protein comes from 
pests and the carbohydrates comes from the 
nectar of plants.  The good bugs use the 
carbohydrates for movement and fertility. 
A diversified garden provides the essential 
elements in the nutritional needs of 
beneficial insects.

The word diversity is important when we 
     look at our gardens. Creating a garden 

with a diversity of plant material provides insects with a home 
that meets their needs.  Imagine growing an ecosystem that 
sustains itself.  This GOC provides our readers with information 
on beneficial insects and creating a natural garden. Just sit back 
and enjoy your contribution to a healthy environment. We 
share this earth with many living creatures.  Let’s be welcoming 
to one another.
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This month’s editors are Cecelia Lillard, Florida Master Gardener, and Deborah Cashara, Cornwall Master Gardener Nurturing the Ecology of Insects
Mulch Volcanoes

How to Start a Natural Garden

By Deborah Cashara – Cornwall Master Gardener

I am sure all of us have heard our parents say something 
like this, “just because your friend thinks it is safe to jump off 
a high bridge into shallow waters does not mean it is true.”  
Just because we see mulch volcanoes around the trunk of 
trees does not mean it is good for the tree.  An excessive 
amount of mulch around the trunk of a tree smothers the 
roots and poses a danger to the tree’s health.  How the 
practice started is puzzling but I hope it will change because it 
stresses the trees and shrubs.

Mulch pushed up against the trunk of a plant is not healthy 
because it creates a zone of high moisture right around the 
surface of the trunk that can become a breeding ground for 
fungus.  Once rot sets in it slowly girdles a plant by damaging 
the cambium layer of cells, which transport food and water up 

and down the plant.  Rotting wood is an opening for other 
organisms to invade the tree.  Rodents find mulch volcanoes a 
nice place to live.  The rodents cause damage to the tree base as 
they move into their new winter home.

Mulch volcanoes can create a situation where too little water 
reaches the roots.  If the mulch layer is too thick, light irrigation 
and rain fall will not penetrate through to the soil.  This will 
encourage the feeder roots to travel up towards the mulch 
looking for moisture.  When the mulch dries out so do the roots.  
Roots are supposed to grow downward and grow beyond the 
circumference of the volcanoes.

Mulch should be used to create a low outer ring that extends 
from near the trunk (not on the tree trunk) to the drip line of the 
tree.  Think donut instead of volcano.  This will encourage the 
water to flow into the ground and nourish the tree.

By Cecelia Lillard –  Florida Master Gardener

First of all, my gardening education has been haphazard, to say 
the least, as my career is in architecture.  However, I had the 
opportunity to moonlight for a landscape architect for a year.  My 
gardening style shifted decidedly - I created edged flower beds 
and started planting shrubs as natural fences.  But I was troubled 
by the amount of resources and work it took to maintain that type 
of garden.

Then I received a book called “The Natural Garden Book” by 
Peter Harper and I could see why I was uncomfortable:  I was 
working so hard to make nature conform to my ideas when I could 
collaborate with nature to create beauty.  By letting parts of my 
yard revert to forest edge, I can watch ecological succession play 
out in my own 3/4-acre village plot.

Twenty years later, I have been able to add 6” of friable soil to a 
large area that was mostly clay, simply by ceasing to mow and 
letting native plants reclaim the space.  Of course, invasive plant 
species have also moved in with abandon, but I have learned to 
be ruthless in removing the interlopers.

I am discovering that the steps toward more natural gardening 
are simple and straightforward.  First, observe your yard and really 
get to know the microclimates you have.  Educate yourself about 
native plants that thrive in those microclimates.  The plants 
adapted to this area require less work than exotic ornamentals.  
Also get to know the critters that share the space with you, from 
insects to mammals.  Next, start mapping out areas of your yard 
that could become hedgerow or meadow or forest.  Then you can 
create a plan to start phasing in your design. And the beauty of 

phasing is that each phase can act as a practice, letting you learn 
from your mistakes on a small scale and building your knowledge 
base.  One of the most satisfying aspects of gardening this way for 
me has been that I never stop learning.  One year I notice that 
suddenly I have several red oak saplings when I’ve never had one 
before.  So I look around and can see that the red oak on the 
property line looks more like a tree and less like an upstart and I 
realize it started producing its first acorns the year before.

This way of gardening also cultivates patience.  I have a white 
pine tree in my front yard and noticed a couple of years ago that it 
has a pretty good infestation of woolly aphids.  I read about the 
ladybugs and wasps that would take care of the problem for me 
and I let a year go by.  The aphids spread up the entire tree and I 
headed out the next spring with spray bottle of poison in hand.  As 
I was lifting my arm to start spraying, I spotted a lady bug and neat 
rows of little orange eggs.  Still scared for the health of my tree, I 
put the unused spray away and said a silent prayer.  It has been 
another year and the aphids are all but dead and my tree is still 
healthy.  Would I have had this much patience and trust even ten 
years ago?

Let this issue of Gardening in Orange County introduce you to 
new ways of looking at the world around you and inspire you to try 
something different!

By Joe Gregoire – Warwick Master Gardener

As an organic gardener and owner of a new small farm, I’m 
constantly learning about the important balance between 
natural world and my disruption of nature to achieve my 
objectives as a grower.  Before the start of the growing season, 
I envision a bountiful harvest.  Whether its bushels of tomatoes 
and zucchini from my garden 
or thousands of pounds of 
hops from our farm, my 
vision is of maximum yields 
of ripe, heathy produce; the 
actual “fruits of my labor.”  
And as my labor is often 
exhausting, back-breaking 
hours under the hot sun and 
the expense of seed, stock, 
time and other valuable 
inputs, I have a vested 
interest in wanting a 
maximum yield for my 
efforts.  My natural tendency 
was to try to control as much 
of the process as possible 
and the idea of a completely 
controllable growing season 
(like a hydroponic greenhouse) was very appealing, as the 
vagaries of weather, temperature, plant nutrition, and length of 
growing season could all be carefully controlled to produce a 
predictable output.  But the reality of achieving such control 
was not practical for my situation. So, I now accept that I need 
to relinquish control to natural forces; and, understanding how 
best to harmonize with those natural processes has become the 
approach I have chosen to explore and develop.

“Many hands make light work,” is a saying that’s become 
very real to me as a grower, as friends and family often help me 
on those days when lots of work needs to be done quickly.  
From stringing and training young hop bines as they emerge in 
the spring to picking the ripe hop cones in the fall, those 
helping hands are a Godsend and critical in my success as a 
farmer.  I’ve learned nature can also provide helping hands as 
well, in the form of the insect life that surrounds us.  
Overcoming a natural aversion to insects was my first big 
hurdle and I found that the more I learned about insects the 
more interested I was to work with them rather than battle with 
them.  In fact, the vast majority of insects are good to have 
around, with a very small minority of them actual “pests.”  
Knowing this, the question became, how can I nurture the 
“good” insects on my landscape and minimize the damage of 
the pests, while minimizing or completely eliminating my direct 
influence of spraying expensive and toxic chemicals.  If the 
good outweigh the bad I can achieve my desire to control the 
outcome, but in a very different way.  

Good bugs are my free labor on a massive scale.  From the 
billions of microbes living in healthy soil creating the fertility 
my plants need, to the parasitic wasps, lady bugs, and soldier 
beetles waging daily war against my bad-bug enemies, I can 
achieve far more with the help of these tiny creatures than I 
ever could trying to live without them in a sterile world of my 
chemical creation.  But my workers need a healthy home to 
come back to at the end of their busy day.  This home is the 
ecology and my job as a good steward of my land is to build 

this ecology to increase the diversity of life surrounding my 
crops and swing the ratio of good to bad bugs in my favor.  I do 
this by focusing on 3 areas, soil, companion plantings, and the 
surrounding environment.

1) Soil – I start with soil, getting to the literal root of the 
matter.  By fostering a healthy soil ecosystem, I help to build 

homes for billions of 
microbes and fungi, who’s 
life cycle creates the fertility 
that feeds my plants.  Soil 
tests are an annual part of 
my process and I follow the 
recommendations of how to 
take a soil test at www.
soilheath.cals.cornell.edu. 
This helps me establish the 
baseline from which to 
improve.  My primary goal 
with regard to soil ecology is 
to increase my organic 
content year after year, 
through the addition of 
organic matter (compost, 
aged manure, shredded 
leaves, grass clippings, wood 

mulch, etc).  Microbial life and fungi make their homes in 
soil organic matter and the soil test helps me know that my 
contributions of organic matter throughout the year are 
building the needed housing for my workers in the soil.

2) Companion Plantings –  Because of the equipment and 
methods developed for efficient industrial crop management 
and harvesting, mass plantings of single crops are what 
many of us see as we drive through farmland.  Vast corn and 
soy bean fields are a clear example of such a monoculture.  
And without pesticides, such practices provide an all you 
can eat buffet for pests to devour and multiply.  Following 
organic practices in my gardens and hop yard, my job is to 
maintain the efficiencies of growing the primary crop while 
adding diversity wherever I can through companion 
plantings.  Such diversity creates separation of one plant 
from another and slows the spread of pests jumping from 
meal to meal, and also adds an ecosystem for my good bug 
“soldiers” to live on and grow in number.  I plant a variety of 
flowering herbs and encourage the growth of non-competing 
plants throughout my growing space.  Scattered plantings of 
dill and cilantro around my garden are left to flower and 
provide nectar for a host of predatory wasps who 
subsequently attack the tomato hornworms that used to be 
such a pest in my early days.  And aphids are no match to 
the many lady bugs that have come to make their home 
amongst my plants.

3) Surrounding Environment – And while I focus much of my 
time and efforts on tending the ground at the base of my 
plants, I also nurture a diverse ecosystem on the edge of my 
fields.  I let brush grow along the outer 15 feet of my field to 
provide a natural transition from deep forest to field, which 
harbors flowering bushes, mulch laden soils, and habitat for 
birds and other small animals.  This transition from forest to 
clearing is part of natural forest succession.  So rather than 
mow my field or yard right up to the forest floor, I allow that 
boarder to grow and provide natural diversity to my landscape. 
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Conscious Gardening

By Lynne Snyder – Goshen Master Gardener

Generally speaking, deadheading means to remove old 
faded blooms from a plant to keep it blooming for a longer 
period, by delaying it going to seed.  Flowers are one of nature’s 
ways of ensuring that the species will survive and continue—if 
seeds are produced, the next generation can develop.  Once the 
seed has been produced, there is no real need for the plant to 
continue putting energy into making new flowers.  So 
deadheading, removing flowers as they fade, encourages 
(tricks?) the plant into continuing to produce blooms.  For 
deadheading to be effective, the flower should be removed 
below the base or just above the first leaf below the flower.

Some plants are just prolific by nature and can bloom 
almost continuously over the course of a long season, even 
without deadheading.  It’s good to know if your plant falls into 
this category, so you can save yourself the time and trouble of 
deadheading.  Some plants that fall into this category include 
varieties of Angelonia, Calibrachoa, Cleome, Euphorbia, 
Heuchera, Impatiens, Lantana, Lobelia, Scaevola, Torenia and 
Verbena. Some plants are even “self-cleaning,” meaning that the 
spent flower blows away or dissolves without any attention.

If you find that you did deadhead a plant that does not 
require it, don’t fear.  It will not harm the plant, and can even be 
a relaxing way to spend some time in the garden.

Deadheading some plants, such as Heuchera and Coleus, 
does not result in longer bloom times.  Some gardeners prefer 
to remove flower spikes from these plants mainly because they 
find them unattractive.

But when is it best NOT to deadhead?

Some perennial plants will bloom only once during the 
season—deadheading them will not extend their bloom time.  
And their seed heads can be very attractive.  If allowed to 
remain after the plants have finished blooming, they will 
provide much visual interest over the winter.  Included in this 
list is Amsonia, Astilbe, Baptisia, Brunnera, Eupatorium (Joe 
Pye Weed), Ligularia, Paeonia (peony), Perovskia (Russian Sage) 
and Sedum.

Some plants are great self-seeders – columbine and 
Echinacea are two examples.  If you let them be, they will 
develop seed, and that seed will turn into new plants – your 
garden can increase, or you can share with gardening 
friends – without your having to spend time, money or effort 
on new plants.

Perhaps the most important reason NOT to deadhead is that 
many plants produce flowers and seed that are highly prized by 
beneficial insects and birds.  Plants that are native to your area 
are well-suited to your particular local soil and rain conditions, 
and to support local life.  Home gardeners can provide these 
beneficial insects and birds with a supplemental source of food 
and a resting spot from which they can hunt all those bad bugs 
that do real damage.  Being overzealous with deadheading and 
with fall garden cleanup deprives these creatures of nutritious 
foraging, and deprives you of another ever-changing display of 
nature right outside your window.

Deborah Cashara – Cornwall Master Gardener

When you walk outdoors what is your awareness?  Is the 
outdoors something you pass through to get to your car?  
Maybe the weather has some significance as you travel.  What 
registers as you make your way outside into the world?  Are 
your garden gloves on and you are ready to dig?  Making your 
way to conscious gardening will lead us to what is working in 
nature.  Nature has the answers.  We just have to take the time 
to observe.

Everything we have must be taken care of.  We store our 
food, wash our clothes, brush our teeth, change the oil in our 
cars.  The garden is no different.  A basic premise of gardening 
is that we have the capability to maintain what we plant.  We 
can become overwhelmed by the rules of gardening.  All the 
required maintenance that makes us want to close our doors 
and never step outside!  We need to know our plants intimately 
so we can create gardens that have plantings that are in 
harmony with one another.  Plants do not live in isolation of 
each other.  Plants have a sense of community, too.  Plant 
communities that are knitted well to each other know their 
roles and relationship to each other.  The plantings sustain 
each other and require less maintenance.  Light, air, water and 
the soil are common needs that plants share.  A sense of 
interconnectedness will develop as the knowledge of these 
elements evolve and their relationship to the plants you want 
to grow.  We become conscious that plants can not conform to 
our wants.  Knowing the plants returns us to a natural 
relationship to our gardens.  Balance restores when we are 
aware of the limitations of what is possible.  A square peg 
cannot fit into a round whole.  Nature can teach us what fits 
into an ecosystem.

All plants have unique qualities.  Knowing these qualities is 
where the intimacy begins.  This is the time to have a 
conversation with nature.  We tend to focus on the beauty of 
the flower.  In order to have plants work successfully into a 
working whole we must dig deeper.  The foliage, stems, roots, 
crowns and the day to day changes to each of these parts play 
an essential role in plant communities.  Take the time, in the 
moment and through the seasons to come to know the plants 
leaves.  Look at the structure of the foliage, observe the size 
and the shape.  Much of the cohesiveness of a planting 
depends on the interplay of the foliage, both physically and 
visually.  The stems are the supporting features of the plant.  
Stems are flat, square, triangular, smooth, rough, fuzzy, hairy, 
and many colors.  Watch what you become conscious of when 

you take a close look at the stems.  The roots collect the 
nutrients and the water from the soil.  How would you describe 
the roots?  Are they extremely fibrous, thick, or fleshy?  The 
crown is where the stem and roots come together.  It 
determines the strength of the perennial and it gives 
information about the site and soil plants naturally prefer.  
What happens to the crown when too much or too little organic 
material is added to the soil?  The amount of organic material 
can change the character of a garden.  

When we take our clues from nature we find out that plant 
communities can sustain themselves with minimal involvement 
from people.  Plants learn to be content with what they have if 
we start with healthy conditions.  Mowing down a garden and 
letting the leaf mulch feed the plant maybe just what the plants 
need to thrive.  Constant adding of organic material may be 
counterproductive.  Yes too much of a good thing can be bad.

Piet Oudolf is a designer who encourages gardeners to learn 
the richer beauty of the whole plant.  His designs incorporate 
grasses and perennials that live well together and create 
dynamic style.  He takes his clues from nature.  He recreates 
the look of meadows, woodlands, rivers and dunes.  Gardening 
becomes looking at and understanding plants and the 
communities they form.  He wants his design to look wild and 
natural but with plants that behave.  He searches for plants that 
make gardening less labor intensive.  Plants that perform well 
without deadheading or staking.  Plants that provide interesting 
structure, and look good in every phase of their lives.  An 
example of Oudolf’s design is the New York High Line.  The 
beauty of the plantings draw people into the moment.  Walking 
and not hurrying, people become conscious of the moment;  
calming the self and engaging the senses.  It is that moment we 
become connected to nature.  

Gardening is direct engagement with plants.  We are faced 
with the long-term development of living things, each with its 
own agenda.  We have to be mindful of what we want from our 
gardens.  We might want a garden that is asking too much of 
the plantings.  They may try to comply but with time the plants 
start to decline.  Take a walk to places where plants grow in the 
wild.  Places managed by nature and not by people.  These 
places will teach us about how plants form their communities.  
We are part of the ecology.  Our conscious is heightened when 
we become aware of what happens when plants and other living 
things relate and interact.  How engaged you want to be with 
the outdoors is up to you.  Stop to smell the flowers.  Look at 
the stem while you are at it!

When Is It Best NOT to Deadhead?

Ligularia

EupatoriumAmsonia
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Other beneficials include Assassin bug, 
Big eyed bug, Damsel bug, Hover fly, 
Lacewing, Minute pirate bug, Praying 
mantis, Robber fly and Spider.  Lightning 
bugs eat pests and Earthworms improve 
the soil. Insects play major roles in the 
survival of the planet.  If there were no 
insect pollinators, there would be food 
shortages (Imagine a world without 
chocolate!)  One third of the plants we eat 
are pollinated by insects.  The decay cycle 
also depends on insects and other critters 
that help return nutrients to the soil.  And 
insects are vital to the food chain for 
birds, fish, frogs, and other animals.

To support beneficial insects, provide 
them with food plants, water and shelter 
in or near your garden.  Annuals might 

include sunflowers, caraway, dandelion, 
fennel, chamomile, coriander, cosmos, 
marigolds and zinnias.  Perennials might 
include Black-eyed Susan (rudbeckia 
flugida), Boltonia (Boltonia asteroides), 
Coreopsis (Coreopsis verticillata), Golden 
Marguerite (Anthemis tinctoria), Lovage 
(Levisticum), Purple Coneflower 
(Echinacea purpurea), Spike Gayfeather 
(Liatris spicata), or Sweet Cicely 
(Myrrhis odorrata).

When we think of bugs we most often 
think of the pests in the garden or in our 
homes.  It is good to recognize the pests, 
but it is also good to get to know the 
beneficial bugs, those that help us out.  
They fall into four main groups: 
pollinators, predators, parasites, and 
decomposers.  Without the pollinators, we 
would not have well over half of our fruits 
and vegetables (or chocolate bars!)  

Predators feast on the pests that live to 
devour our flowers and vegetables.  
Parasites are less well known even to 
home gardeners, but like the predators 
they help control the pests.  The 
decomposers can be found everywhere, 
but are especially appreciated in the 
compost pile and in the forest. Read on to 
get to know some of these helpful critters.

Beneficial Bugs

Predators
Predators eat plant-damaging bugs.

Ladybugs 
Ladybugs prey on aphids; asparagus, 

potato, and Mexican bean beetle larva; scale; 
spider mites and others.  There are over 450 
species of ladybugs, some native and some 
introduced.  The larvae are the main predators 
of aphids, eating 40 per hour.  They remind 
some people of little alligators.  To provide 
them shelter and alternative food, plant tansy, 
angelica and spring flowering shrubs.

Ground Beetles (Carabidae) 
Ground beetles prey on gypsy moth larvae, cutworms, potato beetles, cabbage 

worms, and tent caterpillars. They are 1/8 - 1½” long with large mandibles to 
capture prey.  Their 3000 species feed at night and hide during the day under rocks, 
logs, mulch, or brush. The larvae are predators for up to a year; adults live 2-3 
years. Plant dense groundcovers or mulched areas provide them protection. Other 
predators include dragonflies and damselflies, lacewings, spined soldier bugs, 
minute pirate bugs.

Pollinators
Pollinators transfer pollen from one 

plant to another, fertilizing the flowers 
they visit.

Seventy-five percent of all food crops 
are pollinated by bees.  Bees, flies, 
wasps, butterflies, beetles, moths, and 
thrips are all important pollinators. 
There are 4000 species of bees in North 
America.  Bumble bees and solitary bees 
pollinate many more plants than honey 
bees.  Flies are the second most 
important group of pollinators. Wasps 
do pollinate flowers, but they are also 
predators to get “meat” for their babies.

Many butterflies use nectar for their 
food.  While foraging, they track pollen 
from flower to flower.  Their larvae are 
not always so beneficial, however. 
The common Cabbage White Butterfly 
(below) is an active pollinator, but it’s 
larva are a pest when eating brassicas 
such as cabbage, kale, collards, and 
broccoli.

A few sources for more information 
include:
Great Garden Companions by Sally Jean 
Cunningham
Pollinators of Native Plants by Heather Holm
Good Bug Bad Bug by Jessica Walliser

Parasitoids
Parasitoids live off other insects.

Parasitoids lay their eggs inside or 
on the body of a host insect larva or 
egg.  Most common are wasps and 
tachinid flies.  Braconid wasps lay 
eggs in the body of tomato 
hornworms, gypsy moths caterpillars 
and others.  (Gardeners love these 
tiny wasps!) 

Wasp laying eggs

White Cabbage Moth Honeybee

Paper Wasp

Monarch Butterfly

Swallowtail Butterfly

BumblebeeBraconid Wasp larvae

Tachnid Fly
Praying MantisCaterpillar Hunter

Fierce Ground Beetle

Ladybug Eggs

Ladybug Ladybug larvae

By Betsy Hawes – Blooming Grove Master Gardener
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By Bernice Mulch 
Warwick Master Gardener

Did you know that 99 per cent of the 
insects in your garden are beneficial?  
Beneficial insects include wasps: cuckoo 
wasps, parasitic wasps, and many more 
species.  Ladybugs, dragonflies, beetles, 
lacewings, moths, spiders, newts, 
centipedes, millipedes, ladybugs, earwigs 
and pill bugs all play a role.  A beneficial 
mini beastiary even includes frogs, snakes 
and toads.  Insect hotels, habitats, and 
wildlife stacks provide safe areas for 
beneficials to reproduce as well as 
hibernate over winter. 

Unlike honey bees, our native bees are 
extremely docile and up to three times 
more effective as pollinators. Native bees 
include bumblebees, leafcutter bees, 
masked bees, mason bees, digger bees, 
and hundreds more.  Solitary bees and 
some wasps and bumblebees do not live 
within a hive with a queen.  Some select 
existing hollow stems and bored holes in 
which to build their multiple nest chambers, 
while bumblebees nest in hollow trees 
and in rodent burrows.  The beneficial 
wasps are also solitary and likely to fly 
away rather than defend their territory.

Selecting appropriate materials for 
your wildlife habitat is essential.  Be sure 
to use dry materials and have your hotels 
in place by late September to early 
October so residents can settle in well 
before the first frost. 

A “stack” style habitat is usually made 
of upcycled materials.  A strong frame of 
wood boards or pallets is filled with a 
variety of materials.  Consider using 
shingles or roof tiles.  House bricks make 
for a great foundation for your stack.  The 
holes in bricks and cinder block provide 
spaces for amphibians like frogs and 
toads.  Longer, open-ended tunnels make 
great homes for snakes.  Materials include 
lichen, straw, bark, twigs, leaves, pine 
cones and other organic materials.  Leave 
nooks and crannies for spiders.  Place 
broken pots in cracks in stone walls.  Dead 
wood in various stages of decomposition 
and woody debris attract beetles and 
wood boring insects, centipedes and 
millipedes (if it remains a little moist). 

The ideal solitary bee house will have 
a solid outer structure that has a 2–3” 
overhang to protect nesting materials 
from bad weather.  Nesting holes should 
be between 4–10 mm in size and should 
be about six inches long.  Mason bees 

breed in holes ¼ to ¾ inches in diameter, 
at least 5 inches (12 cm) long.  Only one 
end of the hole or tube should be open.  
The back should be closed.  Hollow stems 
work well but be sure to leave a node at 
one end to provide a “back wall.”  Select 
the hollow stems and canes of herbaceous 
plants and shrubs, such as elder or 
buddleia, fennel, elderberry, brambles, lily 
scapes and teasel.  Invasives like Japanese 
knotweed and phragmites are interesting 
choices.  Avoid bamboo and plastic 
straws, as these do not let enough 
moisture escape, causing problems for 
developing bees. 

Wood block houses can be made by 
drilling holes partway through the block.  
Do not go all the way through.  Be sure to 
provide roofing for weather and 
temperature protection.  You may insert 
paper straws into the holes to facilitate 
cleaning and maintenance.  Do not use 
plastic straws as they do not “breathe.”

Location matters and not all hotels are 
alike.  Locating a bug box in the wrong 
position is the most frequent case for 
poor occupancy.  A hotel installed in cool, 
damp, semi-shade will attract different 
residents than will one placed in a hot, dry 
site.  Place your hotel in darker shade for 
cool-loving amphibians like garden toads 
and salamanders.  The best way to find 
the ideal spot for your bug box is to 
go out into your garden and look 
around.  Find somewhere that 
catches the sun in the morning and 
in the dappled shade all day and 
face the box that way.  To receive 
morning sunlight east or southeast 
positions are best. West-facing 
hotels get too hot. Too much shade 
could attract hole-nesting wasps. 
(Solitary wasps are generally 
considered beneficial predators, 
however, they may also prey on the 

bee pupae in your bee house). To 
maximize the population in your 
yard, position your hotel near a 
water feature. 

Insect hotels require minimal 
maintenance but it is important to 
follow some simple guidelines.  Thin 
walls can allow certain parasites to 
roam from room to room.  This can 
result in mortality of entire hotel 
contents.  Avoid bee houses that are 

too large.  Resist the urge to build a large 
“condo” or an elaborate architectural 
design.  Space several smaller houses 
around the garden instead.  This will not 
only help prevent disease from spreading 
within your structure, it will isolate the 
damage in case of attacks by predators. 

If you are using cardboard tubes, you 
may need to clean or replace them 
annually.  Some hotel builders advocate 
completely changing the filler materials 
every two years, or sanitizing drilled 
wooden block by spraying your existing 
drill holes every couple of years with a 
5-10% bleach solution to keep them free 
of disease. 

Temporarily protect filled nesting holes 
in something like a fine mesh bag to keep 
small parasitic wasps from attacking 
larvae.  Spiders may build their nests over 
the top to catch bees and wasps as they 
go in and out.  Keep an eye on activity as 
some ants will eat bee larvae.  If you find 
birds are a problem, secure hardware cloth 
or chicken wire at least 2 1/2 inches out 
from the surface or use a 1-inch wide wire 
cloth and bubble it around the bee house.  
Do not install wire cloth flush against the 
nesting holes, as this will obstruct the 
bees from entering.

You may use non-toxic materials to 
paint and decorate or a linseed oil/
beeswax mixture to protect the exterior 
wood in your houses.  Be creative with 
your insect hotels but also be patient. 
Insects have trouble re-orienting to a new 
home so it may take a few months or a 
year for some new residents to move in.
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Insect Hotels Wildlife-Friendly Garden Clean-up
By Renee Stover 
Fair Oaks Master Gardener

One Fall at least a few years ago, I 
looked out into one of my gardens and 
decided it was time to neaten it up, to 
cut down those dead, brown echinacea 
stems. I grabbed my clippers and was 
heading out to the garden when a flutter 
of wings caught my eye.  It was a few 
goldfinches lighting onto those old 
brown echinacea seed heads, and eating 
the seeds.  Huh.  Maybe being tidy 
shouldn’t be our only concern.

For many of us, our gardens are our link 
to nature. In recent years, there has been 
more discussion about how valuable our 
own back yards can be to the birds and 
butterflies and other wildlife that we find 
so appealing. We can provide shelter and 
food without buying birdseed, or hang-
ing a bird house, just by choosing and 
arranging our plants properly.

As far as wildlife is concerned, home 
owners are often too tidy! They mow, rake, 
cut down, chop and then bag and dis-
card a lot of potential food and habitat. 
Then they truck in fertilizer and mulch 
from some other far-away place to do the 
job of the stuff they just sent to landfill.

Over the summer native insects find 
food and shelter in our native plants.  
Some eat the leaves, some collect nectar 
and pollen, and some lay their eggs on 
or in the vicinity of the host plants.  
These native insects may be pollinators, 
predators of nuisance insects, and/or 
food for birds, reptiles, amphibians and 
other animals. In many cases, the shelter 
of these apparently dead stems, etc. 
need to remain over winter so that the 
insect can complete its lifecycle. For this 
reason, it is helpful to leave plants with 
hollow stems standing, as that stem is 
potentially housing the eggs or larva of a 
beneficial insect.

The following are a few examples:

Goldenrod are often ‘infected’ with galls.  
This may appear to be injurious to the 
plant, but that is generally not true. In 
winter, small birds know to break into the 
gall to eat the larva of the tephritid fly, 
which provides them with much needed 
protein in winter.

The beautiful luna and polyphemus moths 
make cocoons in fallen leaves. For this 
reason it is good to leave at least some 
intact leaves where they fall.

Some butterflies winter over as adults under 
pieces of bark, leaf litter, or in rock fissures.

So what kind of tidying should we do?

• Weed the garden thoroughly. Be 
careful to not spread the seeds.

• Take note of what plants you might 
want to divide in the spring, and mark 
them as such.

• Remove only diseased plants and 
their litter.  Keep them separate from 
the compost. 

• Heavy layers of tree leaves should be 
picked up from the garden.

• Heavy layers of leaves on the lawn can 
be mowed over and if too thick to be 
left in place can be raked and used as 
an attractive mulch in the garden. 

• For the leaves that must be raked, find 
a place to pile them to make compost 
and leaf mold. 

• Be sure that whatever mulch you have 
is two to three inches from the woody 
base of shrubs and trees, to prevent 
rodent and insect damage and rot.  

• Avoid pruning, as that can stimulate 
new growth.  However, diseased or 
dead branches can be removed to 
protect from breaking due to snow loads.

• Broken twigs and branches can be 
piled away from the garden to create 
shelter for birds and other wildlife. 

• Attractive logs or arrangements of 
stones could be added to the garden, 
providing shelter, and a nice back drop 
to the plantings. 

• Tender plants can be protected by 
laying pine branches over them.

• Manmade garden ornaments should 
be removed or protected from freeze/
thaw cycles.

• Edge your garden with a sharp tool. 
It will keep the garden looking cared 
for, and serve as a head start to 
spring chores.  

• Consider purchasing a heated birdbath 
to provide water in winter to our 
feathered friends.  

• Consider marking out an expansion of 
your existing garden, or an additional 
one, and start the process using 
‘lasagna garden’ techniques.  More 
garden, less lawn!!

By becoming a little more tolerant of a less 
tidy garden, we can greatly improve the 
survival of our beneficial insects, and 
protect and support the birds and other 
charming wildlife in our own community.

Downy-Gall

Polyphemus moth

Luna moth
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 Reviewed by Cecelia Lillard – Florida Master Gardener

It sounds like a great idea to put in more plants that attract 
beneficial insects, but that can be overwhelming if you are just 
beginning to understand the complex natural relationships that 
keep your garden healthy.  Which bugs should I try to attract?  
Which plants are best for those bugs?  What about the pests - 
won’t they come, too?  How do I put it all together?

Jessica Walliser’s wonderful book, Attracting Beneficial Bugs 
to Your Garden, answers all of those questions and many more.  
Walliser gives readers a thorough tour of the world of beneficial 
insects, providing a profile of every beneficial insect you are 
likely to encounter.  There’s plenty of information to satisfy 

science geeks, but it’s written so that casual weekend gardeners 
can understand all of the information in the book.  Walliser 
dedicates a chapter to discussing the plant traits that are 
important for beneficial insects before delving into her 
compendium of the best plants for beneficial insects.

Walliser rounds out the book with a chapter on how to 
design an insectary border or garden, giving readers ideas 
about how to design for an annual garden, a vegetable garden, 
a woody ornamental garden and a modular plan.  She closes 
with a chapter of suggestions about how to think about 
combining plants to maximize your gardening success.  In all, 
the book is a valuable resource and is a pleasure to read for its 
own sake.

AttrActing BeneficiAl Bugs to Your gArden:  BY JessicA WAlliserBOOK 
REVIEW

By Cecelia Lillard 
Florida Master Gardener

Whether the word lovage makes your mind 
draw a blank or conjures images of a 
nineteenth century garden, it’s a good 
time to consider growing this perennial 
herb. Leviisticum officinale is a plant 
native to the Mediterranean region and is 
hardy in USDA zones 3 - 8. It is a stunning 
plant, growing up to seven feet tall before 
mid-July, when flower heads full of 
diminutive, yellow flowers bloom. These 
umbelliferous flowers, some up to 8” 
across, attract many beneficial insects: 
swallowtail butterflies, syrphid flies, 
parasitic wasps, ladybugs and tachinid flies.

BENEFICIAL 
INSECT

ichneumon WAsp

PLANT OF
THE MONTH Lovage

Create a Wildflower Meadow!
By Susan Hoffman 
Chester Master Gardener

Are you tired of mowing the grass?  
Looking for a way to beautify your home 
and help the environment at the same 
time?  Why not grow a wildflower 
meadow?

Select a site with at least six hours of 
sun a day.  It should be dry, rather than 
moist.  Meadows that are too wet will 
more quickly revert to trees and shrubs, or 
wetland species.  Wildflowers look best in 
a semi-natural spot, along a wood line, or 
free-form area by a fence.

Prepare the soil, key to 
success, by clearing the area.  
A field, garden plot, or lawn 
should all be ideal.  The easiest 
way to greatly reduce or 
eradicate the weeds and grasses 
that will be competing with the 
to-be-planted wildflower seeds: 
cover the future meadow site 
with cardboard, and/or layers of 
newspaper, and mulch, for an 
entire growing season.  The 
degraded material should 
improve the soil structure, and 
be easily raked away to expose 
ready-to-plant soil.

The key to plant selection is 
to have a diversity of species, 
with a mix of grasses and grass-
like plants, and flowering meadow 
wildflowers.  Species should be chosen to 
fill the lower, mid, and upper levels above 
ground.  They should have a mix of 
surface, deep fibrous, and tap roots.  Use 
a mix that will grow and stabilize quickly 
in the first year, over two to four years, and 
for the long term.  The easiest way to 
achieve this is to buy a good quality seed 
mix. Inexpensive mixes often contain 
mainly annuals which are gone after the 
first year, species that may not be native 
to the area, seeds that have poor 
germination, potentially weedy species, or 
just a lot of seed debris.  Another 
consideration, whether you buy a mix or 
make your own mixture, is whether you 
want a short-term (1-5 years) or longer-
term meadow.  For the short-term, you 
may have more annuals for color up front, 
being out-competed with weeds after a 
few years.  A long-term meadow may have 
mainly perennials which may take several 
years to begin a good display, but will last, 
and out-compete many weeds.

Planting
Wildflower seeds can be planted in 

either the spring or fall (though most 
meadows are installed in the spring).  In 
the spring, if you’ve prepared the soil with 
cardboard or paper and mulch, and the 
last frost date is past, it’s time to move 
aside the mulch.  Don’t rake or till the 
soil, it will only bring up fresh weed seeds.  
Remove any weed seedlings you see, but 
don’t disturb the soil.

It’s finally time to plant! (If you can, 
choose a nearly windless day…) Instead 
of simply sowing seed from the package, 

try the ‘split and sand’ method.  Separate 
the seed into roughly two equal parts.  Put 
the first half into a clean bucket (or coffee 
can or container) and then add roughly 
ten parts of light sand or vermiculite to 
one part of seed.  (Do not use beach 
sand.)  The sand will ‘dilute’ the seed, and 
it will be spread more evenly, and you’ll 
be able to see where it’s been sown.  
Hand sow, scattering the seed mix as 
evenly as possible.  Sow this first half of 
seed/sand mix over whole area to be 
seeded. Then repeat the seed/sand 
mixture, and spread that over the whole 
area. This is a great way to avoid bare spots.

Once all of the seed is evenly sown, do 
not rake or cover it with soil.  (Some 
species require light to germinate.)  
Instead, compress the seed into the loose, 
bare soil.  You can use a lawn roller, or 
walk over the entire area, being careful to 
leave it solid with footprints, or lay down 
an old sheet of plywood, and jump on it.  
Compressing the seed into the soil 
creates ‘seed-to-soil contact’, important 
for successful seed germination.

Don’t panic if a flock of birds settles on 
your newly seeded meadow.  Even if you 
can’t scare them away, they usually don’t 
eat enough to make a dent in all of the 
seeds you’ve planted.

Sowing in the spring tends to initially 
favor the grasses over the wildflowers.  
Keep the spring-sown meadow watered as 
you would a newly seeded lawn, often for 
a month or two, until the young plants are 
6 to 8 inches tall.

Sowing in the fall favors the 
wildflowers, ‘nature plants wildflowers in 

the fall’, and some grass 
seeds rot by then.  A clear 
advantage to planting in the 
fall, instead of the following 
spring, is earlier bloom, its 
better established.  But wait 
until after the first killing 
frost (roughly the same time 
as planting tulip bulbs), to 
be sure the seeds will not 
sprout before winter, 
remaining dormant until 
warming soil and moisture 
trigger germination in 
the spring.

Since many seeds will 
either not germinate or 
grow until the following 
spring, you could use 
annual rye as a winter cover 

crop with fall sowings.  Avoid sowing in 
mid to late summer, many seeds won’t 
germinate in high temperatures.

Part of the beauty of a wildflower 
meadow is its low maintenance, (not no 
maintenance!)  Once a year, mow the 
meadow. Wait until late fall, when the 
flowers have dropped their seeds.  With a 
weed trimmer, or mower on a high setting, 
mow the whole area.  This once-a-year 
mowing removes tree and shrub seedlings 
that would take over the meadow. The 
following spring, you may need to reseed 
any bare spots. Don’t pull weeds, this may 
disturb wildflower seedlings. In the first 
two years, weed seeds still in the soil, or 
blown in, will grow faster than the 
perennial wildflowers. The first year, cut 
them back to four-to-six inches; the 
windflowers will mostly be below this 
height. The second year, cut back to one foot.

Create paths to your favorite spots, add 
benches, bird feeders, perhaps a pond, 
and enjoy!

 By Cecelia Lillard – Florida Master Gardener

Ichneumon wasps are parasitic wasps belonging to the same 
family as ants, bees and wasps, Hymenoptera.  However, they 
are the largest collection of any animal 
family, containing 60,000-100,000 species 
worldwide.  There are thousands of 
species of this type of wasp, with a variety 
of colors, shapes and sizes.  Some 
species have the distinctive yellow and 
black striping similar to yellow jackets 
while others are drab and inconspicuous.  
They can be small creatures or they can 
grow up to 1 1/2” long, not including 
antennae or appendages.  The females 
usually have an ovipositor, a needlelike 
filament at the end of the abdomen used 
to deposit eggs, which is often longer 

than her body, making them fairly easy to identify.  The females 
lay their eggs in caterpillars and grubs, which become food for 
the young wasps.

Even though these wasps may look menacing, 
they cannot harm humans since they have no 
stingers and are easily startled.  Their unique name 
comes from the Greek word meaning to “hunt” or 
“track,” hinting at their impressive feeding habits.  
Giant ichneumon wasps can be found in our area 
around firewood or dead or dying trees.  They are 
hunting for horntail wasp larvae.  The females can 
bore 3-4 inches into the wood before depositing her 
eggs on or near the horntail larvae.

Different ichneumon wasp species are used as 
biological control for pests such as tomato hornworms, 
boll weevils and wood borers as well as flies and beetles.

The stalks of the plant are hollow and the 
leaves look much like celery.  In fact, any 
part of the plant can be used in place of 
celery in the kitchen, though you’ll want 
to use much less lovage as the flavor is 
much stronger.  The flowers can be left to 
go to seed (a favorite of goldfinches) or 
one or two flower heads can be gathered 
to harvest the seeds. Place the flower 
head upside down in a paper bag to 
make seed gathering simple.  The seeds 
can either be planted next year or used as 
celery seed. Give sensational lovage a try 
in your full-sun garden!
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CALL OR EMAIL US WITH YOUR GARDENING QUESTIONS 
E-mail: mghelpline@cornell.edu Phone: 845-343-0664 

April – November: Mon., Wed., Fri., 9:30 am – 12:30 pm. All other times, please leave a message.

GARDENER’S CHECKLIST

GARDEN HELPLINE

WHAT’S HAPPENING

• Cut back perennial foliage after a killing freeze.  Disposing of 
diseased plant material.  For wildlife, leave stems and seed 
heads that will provide food and shelter for birds.

• Transplant deciduous trees and shrubs after leaves have fallen.  
Water well until the ground freezes.

• Pot up amaryllis bulbs for indoor winter blooms.

• Save partial seed packets in airtight containers in a cool 
dry place.

• Plant spring flowering bulbs (tulips, daffodils, hyacinths, 
globe alliums).

• Do a fall garden cleanup.  Work non-diseased plant material, 
humus, leaves, grass clippings, compost and/or well-rotted 
manure into the soil to decompose over the winter.

• Dig and store summer “bulbs” that aren’t hardy (cannas, 
dahlias, elephant ears, caladiums).

• Move disease-free houseplants indoors before a killing frost 
after spraying them with insecticidal soap to kill insects.

• Clean, sharpen, and oil tools.  Use a stiff brush to clean off soil 
and oil blades to prevent rust.  Also sand and coat wooden 
handles with linseed oil.

• Do a thorough weeding of your perennial beds one last time 
before winter.

Wed., Oct. 4 Seed Harvesting & Saving Techniques  6:30 – 7:00 pm at Thrall Library. Call 845-341-5483.

Sat., October 14 Making Grape Jelly  9 am – 1 pm at Cornell Cooperative Extension Orange County. Call Richard at 
845-344-1234 or email rt449@cornell.edu.

Tues., Oct 17 & 24 Botanical Papermaking  10 am – 12 pm at Cornell Cooperative Extension Orange County. Call Richard
(2 part class) at 845-344-1234 or email rt449@cornell.edu.

Thurs., Oct. 19 Homemade Applesauce 9:30 am – 12:30 pm at Cornell Cooperative Extension Orange County. Call Richard
 at 845-344-1234 or email rt449@cornell.edu.

Thurs., Oct. 26 Seed Saving & Harvesting Techniques  7:00 – 8:00 pm at Greenwood Lake Library. Call 845-477-8377.

Thurs., Oct. 28 Homemade Milk Soap  9 am – 1 pm at Cornell Cooperative Extension Orange County. Call Richard at 
845-344-1234 or email rt449@cornell.edu.

Thurs., Nov. 2 Making Beef Jerky  6 – 9 pm at Cornell Cooperative Extension Orange County. Call Richard at 
845-344-1234 or email rt449@cornell.edu.

Thurs., Nov. 2 Container Gardens  6:30 – 7:30 pm at Josephine-Louise Library, Walden. Call 845-778-7621.

Sat., Nov. 18 Pie Making. 9am–2 pm at Cornell Cooperative Extension Orange County. Call Richard at 845-344-1234 
or email rt449@cornell.edu.

Fri., Dec. 1 Create a Wreath,Tabletop Tree or Kissing Ball 10 am – 12 pm, or – 3 pm, or 6:30 – 8:30 pm at Cornell 
Cooperative Extension Orange County. Call Richard at 845-344-1234 or email rt449@cornell.edu.

Subscribe  
to Gardening In  

Orange County Today!
Ten issues of this award-winning newsletter written       

specifically for Orange County costs only $20!  
Subscribe ONLINE at cceorangecounty.org or call 

845-344-1234 to start your subscription today!


